
FROM THE DESKS OF KARIN AND DEREK
 
Gday,
 
Believe it or not 2013 is fast approaching and we are creating interesting and exciting packages that will
appeal to anybody wishing to volunteer in hospitals, clinics, orphanages and outreach programs.  The
destinations are Nepal, Vietnam, Cambodia, Moldova, Kenya or Tanzania. Just imagine volunteering for two
weeks in the Arusha National Park in Tanzania before embarking on an 8 day Simba Safari. Moldova is a
new gateway to a Europe not usually travelled by many but is unbelievably fascinating.
 
 
WHATs NEW?
Cambodia: What a great way to start the New Year by helping others and practicing back to basics medicine
with the introduction of our new Cambodian 2 week medical program available from December 2012
onwards. This is a small health centre treating up to one hundred patients a day and seeing everything from
general and tropical medicine to women’s health, Gastro issues, skin infections, wounds and HTN. Small
teams of general practitioners and nurses are needed to help treat patients in this health centre in Siem
Reap. Also welcome are Gastroenterologists, opticians and dentists, and outpatient clinics can be arranged
for most medical specialties. Dates are flexible so please ring or email us ASAP to let us know when you
would like to depart so that we can confirm the arrangements for you.  This program uses comfortable and
well-located 3 star hotel accommodation. 

Partners are also welcome and can teach English to the local children or help the social workers at an
outreach program. Therefore you do not have to be a medical person to volunteer – all skills are welcome. 

Afterwards, take a well-earned break with a cruise on the Mekong River or explore the Angkor Temples of
Cambodia and Vietnam overland!

 

WHAT A STORY
One of our volunteer doctors has just returned from an amazing experience in Tanzania working at a
large hospital in Dar es Salaam. When asked how the Tanzanian Volunteer program had an impact on his
career and personal life- his answer was “I hope I can be as calm and easy going as the people here – they
never get flustered. This quality will obviously be extremely beneficial to the psychological well-being and in
turn general health”   
 
READ HIS INSPIRING STORY BELOW
 
 
BY THE WAY
Many of you have expressed interest in joining one of our 2013 volunteer programs and therefore may we
suggest that you send us an application form ASAP so we can ensure your preferred placement and dates
are available.  We also encourage you to advise us on your application form of the types of work and
procedures that you wish to participate in.  Please be as detailed as you wish and also tell us if there are
certain procedures you are not comfortable with so we can accommodate accordingly.

From: "Karin Eurell" <karin@doctours.com.au>
Subject: Fw: Doctours - August Newsletter

Date: 31 August 2012 10:50:39 AM NZST
To: <enquiries@doctours.com.au>

 
2 Attachments, 65 KB



  
If you are joining one of our small group departures register now as they are limited to just 10 people.
 
Express your interest and destination (as above) on enquiries@doctours.com.au
 
 
The AMOS FUND
 
Just brilliant!  Thank you to all the participants who travelled on the Norway Medical Conference for their huge
generosity. $2,600 was raised that will go towards the $5,000 being donated to the RFDS to purchase a
Stretcher Bridge. This is a new piece of equipment for the RFDS that arches over the patient stretcher to hold
the equipment they need in place during transportation. This will be the first aircraft of the fleet to have it
fitted. If the aircraft is not on an emergency call our group travelling to Broken Hill will actually get to see it in
use.     
 
Special thanks must go to Mr Mike Tuzee, Amaco Travel who has donated $1,000.
 
Speaking of Broken Hill, there are still a few places left, however time is running out to join this terrific tour
departing Friday 28th September to Monday 1st October 2012. For more details call us on 02 9967 8888 or
visit our website www.amosfund.org.au/
 
Finally, we have had some fabulous news from Dr Amos Ndhere the funds namesake. Amos has been
offered a Scholarship to study a Master of Science in Clinical Research in Chicago.  We wish Amos and
family all the very best and hopefully seeing him in Australia in 2014.
 
So that’s it for this month we welcome suggestions, special volunteer placements you have heard of and of
course if you have volunteered before your incredible experience.
 
 
**********************************
"No	  one	  cares	  what	  you	  know,	  unless	  they	  know	  that	  you	  care."
-‐	  Unknown
 
"Service	  to	  others	  is	  the	  rent	  you	  pay	  for	  your	  room	  here	  on	  Earth."
-‐-‐Muhammad	  Ali
 

My	  Trip	  to	  Tanzania	  July	  2012
Dr	  Bernard	  Lee	  –	  GP	  NSW

It had been a long time since my mission to Banda Aceh after the tsunami in 2004. So, I was yearning to go
on another volunteer mission. However, the length of time one had to take off from work was rather
prohibitive. With most programs on offer one had to be available for at least a month if not more. When the
“DocTours” brochure came across my desk it grabbed my attention.  It read: 2 week medical program plus 7
day safari in Tanzania. That was perfect!  DocTours in collaboration with their local team had various
placements available which fitted my schedule. I contacted DocTours and got the ball rolling. What I liked
about the program was I could nominate when I wanted to go, how long I wanted to stay and most of all
exactly what I wished to do during the placement. The other aspect of the program was that you are
accommodated with a local host family.  It was the best way to learn about the culture.

Of course I could not let the opportunity pass me by without going on a safari, visiting Victoria Falls and
setting foot on South African soil which is a fiercely competitive nation as far as rugby and cricket is
concerned. Because of time constraints, this part of my itinerary was actually the hardest to organise.

Tanzania is an East African country bordering the Indian Ocean, bounded by Kenya and Uganda to the north,
Rwanda, Burundi and Congo to the west and Zambia, Malawi and Mozambique to the south. The name
Tanzania is derived from two states, Tanganyika and Zanzibar which united in 1964 to form the United
Republic of Tanganyika and Zanzibar. Later in the same year it was renamed United Republic of Tanzania.

mailto:enquiries@doctours.com.au
http://www.amosfund.org.au/


2 weeks prior to my departure for Tanzania, I received a personal website page with information regarding the
placement, country information, contact details and also accommodation details.

On arrival in Dar es Salaam (which used to be the capital of Tanzania), I was met at the airport by Godwin, an
employee of the local ground operator. Because of the traffic jams it took more than 2 hours to drive to the
hosts’ house. I was expecting to see a dilapidated hut as one would see on TV, but not so. I later found out
that the hosts are carefully screened and chosen so that the volunteers are housed in proper accommodation
with Western-style facilities. The house was like a 2 storey mansion with beautifully maintained garden. There
was a granny flat where I stayed, with one bedroom, lounge and a kitchen. There were 2 single beds in the
bedroom with mosquito nets hanging over each bed. What surprised me was there were hardly any
mosquitoes and I did not have to use the mosquito net. After a quick shower, mind you it had to be quick
because it was a cold shower, I had dinner in the dining room in the main house with the hosts, Roby and
Martha and their children Mariella and Reuben, aged 12 and 7 respectively.

The next day, Amen came over to my house with 2 other volunteers who were staying 5 minutes away with
another host family. Together, we went to Myanamala Hospital, a regional hospital where I was to be working
for the next 2 weeks. As the hospital was a fair distance from our house, we were shown how to catch a Bajaj
(auto-rickshaw), and Dala Dala (bus).  The Dala dala must have been made for short people as there was no
way a passenger over 5 feet 10 inches (177 cm) could stand straight without hitting his/her head on the roof.
On arrival at the hospital we waited and were introduced to our supervisor who in turn delegated a resident
doctor to show us around the various departments and wards. After the hospital orientation or induction, we
were taken to the project office to fill in the necessary paperwork for our Work Permit. At the office I met
volunteers from other countries. I was the only doctor at the time. There were nurses, paramedics, medical
students, pre-medical and pre-dental students, a psychologist and a child-care worker. There were volunteers
from Australia, U.S.A, UK, Ireland, Holland, Germany and Luxembourg. Afterwards we were taken to a small
café next door for lunch. That was my first introduction to chips mayai (chips omelette). This was to become
my staple food for lunch for the next 2 weeks. I was too scared to eat salad. Some of the volunteers who had
salad actually developed gastroenteritis after eating it. I could not stomach Ugali which was a dish made from
maize flour.

We decided from the very outset that we were going to take the bajaj as a means of transport to and back
from the hospital as the dala dala was too crowded and not good for tall people. I was rostered for the
neonatal ward for one week and medical and emergency medicine for the second week. Each day started off
with a meeting for the entire hospital at 7.30am - it went on for 1 hour. This was conducted predominantly in
Swahili and so we could not understand what they were discussing. So, after attending for the first couple of
days, we decided to skip this as there was no point.

Though the hospital was a public hospital, the patients had to pay to see a doctor. They then had to pay for
any drugs prescribed, and any investigations ordered. Patient compliance was therefore very poor because of
financial difficulties.

On the first day when I had to collect blood from a child for testing and I was looking for a tourniquet, the
nurse gave me a latex glove. I did not realise that it was to be used as a tourniquet. Then another nurse
pointed out that it was the only form of tourniquet I would find in the whole hospital. I felt so stupid!  Even
these latex non-sterile gloves were hard to come by.

Often there were times when the doctors relied on the backs of the hands to determine if the patient had fever
or not. The majority of the doctors did not carry a stethoscope. On one occasion a doctor used a stethoscope
which had the diaphragm missing. I just wonder what he could possibly hear.

Like a lot of third world countries, several patients may share a bed. Could you imagine what this was doing
to cross infection? It was amazing to see several women huddled together on one bed breast-feeding their
newborn babies. Oxygen machine, likewise, may be shared by several patients at a time just by joining the
tubing’s.

I found out that the FBC machine had not been functioning for months. Only the haemoglobin level could be
done.

Suture equipment were old and impossible to use. I was given a needle holder, suture needle and a scalpel
blade to use to suture a vaginal tear following the delivery of a baby. There was no forceps. The needle



holder would not even grab the needle.  Local anaesthetic was not supplied and I tried my best to suture by
holding the needle with my fingers and the woman clenching her teeth. Risky procedure was an
understatement in a country where HIV/AIDS was rife.

There was a ward full of patients with HIV in the hospital. Luckily there was a department for treating HIV
donated by the Americans. So the anti-retroviral were supplied by this unit and this unit provided counselling
services for these patients. Nowhere on the patient’s file would one find that the patient was HIV positive.
Apparently this was for confidentiality purposes. The file would only have the words written in one corner in
small writing “seropositive”.  Quite often when a woman was diagnosed with HIV she was abandoned by the
husband, who most likely spread the virus in the first place. An Islamic charity organisation had been
supplying food for these patients in hospital.

There were many children in the paediatric ward with burns sustained from hot cooking oils or stoves. Every
day the nurses and parents cleaned the burns in the bathroom and one can imagine the screaming children
when they were being washed without any analgesic cover.

No procedures were performed in the emergency department. Here the patients were assessed by the
doctors and given a script if they could be treated with medications. But if they required sutures or other minor
surgery they were sent to the minor theatre room. If they required an injection they were sent to another
section. Similarly if they required their blood pressure taken they were sent to another section.  But then after
they have had their BP taken, they had to come back to the emergency room and they may or may not get to
see the same doctor. The patient normally carried the notes going from one department to another. The
patients were very patient indeed. At times the doctors would refuse to see them if they forgot to bring the
notes. They just walked away without arguing. The blood test results and X-ray reports were given
immediately they were done and the patient came back with the hand-written reports in their files.  Every
patient with fever of unknown origin was treated with anti-malarials.

Some doctors were on strike during my placement in Dar es Salaam. They were demanding better pay and
conditions and also better equipment and medical supplies so that they could provide better quality of care for
patients. Despite the limited resources the staff at the hospital seemed to manage with minimum fuss or
complaint. The staff were all very kind and helpful. All one had to do was to say “Mambo” and they would
bend over backwards to try and help you. It meant “Hi” or How are things?

Road users in Tanzania seemed to be equally patient and courteous. When someone cut in they did not
seem to mind. The bajaj drivers were notorious for barging in from nowhere without any warning. These
would surely provoke a road rage if they happened on the streets of Sydney. The drivers over there have an
attitude of “don’t worry, be happy”.

Like all big cities, there are risks involved when going out in the middle of the night when it is dark. Two of the
volunteers were robbed on the street. One of them was hit on the head and on her leg in the process. After
these two incidents we all became a bit wary of going out after sunset.

In order to make a tangible improvement in the health of the population, there needs to be better education,
good nutrition and financial support.  

“Kwaheri” meaning goodbye

 
Footnote
 
This is why volunteers are very much appreciated and needed – they help supply education to both the
hospital and community, and provide financial support to pay for better nutrition, water and health care.
 
Every little bit helps!
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